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Monday 30, morning
9:00–10:30 Laura Castelli (Munich)
Alexander of Aphrodisias on Aristotle's Topics
Discussion by Katerina Ierodiakonou (Geneva/Athens)

11:00–12:30 Fosca Mariani Zini (Tours)
Boethius’ Topics
Discussion by Ada Bronowski (Lisbonne)

Morning 30, afternoon
14:30–16:00 Barbara Bartocci (Geneva)
Latin medieval dialectics – dialectica docens
Discussion by Joël Biard (Tours emeritus)

16:30–18:00 Gustavo Fernández Walker (Gothenburg)
Latin medieval dialectics – premises and problems
Discussion by TBD

Tuesday 31, morning
9:00–10:30 Ana María Mora-Márquez (Gothenburg)
Latin medieval dialectics – topical warrants and metaphysics
Discussion by Charles Girard (Geneva)

11:00–12:30 Rodrigo Guerizoli (Rio de Janeiro)
Latin medieval dialectics – definition
Discussion by TBD

Tuesday 31, afternoon
14:30–16:00 Julie Brumberg-Chaumont (PSL, CNRS, LEM)
Disputational theories and practices during the 13th century
Discussion by Christophe Grellard (EPHE, Paris)

16:30–18:00 Alexander Lamprakis (Munich)
Arabic medieval dialectics
Discussion by Seyed Mousavian (Tehran)